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Telefon: +381 11 3347 442
Fax: +381 11 3347 615
PIB: 106966344
E-mail: porudzbine@player.rs

First of all, cabinet must be as rigid as possible and anti-vibration, which implies the use of high density 
materials combined with optimum machining precision. All our cabinetry is made for this purpose. The new 
KC100 is no exception to the rule.
The interior volume of the speaker is carefully calculated as well as the dimensions of the tuning vent for 
each speaker used. The Bass Reflex solution was chosen, it increases the bass response and improves 
performance.

The loudspeakers used in the KC100 are made to specifications to rigorously achieve the desired result. 
The boomers have paper membranes treated for greater sound neutrality and the very pure copper voice 
coils are mounted on a kapton support. For greater smoothness and freedom from aggression, the tweeters 
have impregnated fabric membranes. The voice coils are cooled in ferrofluid.
Despite the care taken in the cabinetry and the quality of our speakers, the end result will be determined 
by the filtering!

Advance Paris has developed a precise and rigorous filtering technique respecting the electrical and 
acoustic phase.
The choice of the best components, air chokes, polypropylene capacitors, precision ceramic resistors, non-
radiating positioning of the components between
them and the implementation of judicious cut-off frequencies guarantee a sound result at the top.

Its incredible low frequency performance is amazing, especially considering account of its small size! Its 
balance and neutrality make it the ideal
speaker for reproduce all kinds of music, moreover they are versatile and remain compatible with a 
majority of amplifiers, even of moderate power and this thanks to their good performance.

Black wood finish cabinet with mat black front and rear panels / black fabric grille
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SYSTEM 2 Ways
DRIVERS 2 per speaker
WOOFER/MED. 15 cm
TWEETER 6,5 cm / 2,5cm dome
SENSITIVITY 89 dB
FREQUENCY OF RESPONSE 45Hz-22kHz
EFFICIENCY 91dB
CROSSOVER 2.5 kHz
CABINET High density fribreboard
BASS REFLEX Port tube on the rear panel
IMPEDANCE 6 Ω
AMP IMPEDANCE 4 - 8 Ω
AMP POWER 30 W - 100 W
DIMENSIONS H. 29.5 x l. 21 x D.17cm (per speaker)

Advance Paris KC100 Black zvučnici 
za policu/stalak

Šifra: 16224
Kategorija prozivoda: Bookshelf Zvučnici
Proizvođač: Advance Paris

Cena: 32.280,00  rsd
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NET WEIGHT 7.4 kg

Cene su informativnog karaktera. Prodavac ne odgovara za tačnost cena iskazanih na sajtu, zadržava pravo izmena cena. 
Ponudu za ostale artikle, informacije o stanju lagera i aktuelnim cenama možete dobiti na upit. Plaćanje se isključivo vrši 
virmanski - bezgotovinski.


